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the manufacture of a great many chemicals
and commercial articles. Lye (sodium hy-
droxide) and chlorine gas are prepared by
passing a current through a solution of com-
mon table salt. Copper and zinc are puri-
fied and aluminum is reduced from bauxite
by electro-chemistry. In some cases, the elec-
tric current both heats the material and causes
the changes to occur. The most common ap-
plications of this science are seen in electric
cells and storage batteries, and in electroplat-
ing and electrotyping. See electric bat-
tery; electrolysis ; electroplating; elec-
trotyping.
ELECTROCUTION, e lek tro ku'shun, a
method of inflicting the death penalty by
electricity, as punishment for first-degree
murder. The person to suffer death by
this means is strapped to a chair; one elec-
trode is fastened to the top of his head,
the other to an ankle. A current of about
2,000 volts is then applied, and it passes
through the body. This method is used
exclusively in criminal executions in sev-
eral states of the United States, having been
adopted on the recommendation of a board
of investigators, for the reason that it is
more humane than hanging. See capital
punishment.
ELEC'TRODE, the term used to denote
the terminals by which electricity enters or
leaves a body upon which it acts. They are
the same as poles. The positive electrode
is known as the anode, and the negative is
called the cathode. These terms were orig-
inally Introduced by Faraday and were used
only in connection with electrolysis, but they
are now in general use wherever electricity
is applied.
ELECTROL'YSIS, the chemical decom-
position of compounds by the action of a
current of electricity. Acids, bases, and
salts are composed of tiny particles called
ions, which possess electrical charges. Each
portion of compound contains equivalent
amounts of positive and negative ions. When
such compounds are dissolved in water, some
of the charged particles are freed from each
other, or dissociate^ and the solution becomes
a conductor. The same is true if compounds
of this type are melted. These compounds
and their solutions are both known as elec-
trolytes* When electrodes are connected
with a source of direct current and lowered
into a molten or dissolved electrolyte, the
positive ions migrate toward the negative
 plate, are there discharged by receiving elec-
trons from the plate and change into a new
substance, often an element.
Similar changes take place at the positive
pole. For example, if current be passed in-
to a solution of copper chloride through two
carbon electrodes, the copper chloride grad-
ually disappears from the solution, while
metallic copper is deposited on the negative
plate and bubbles of chlorine rise from the
positive plate. Water may be separated into
its elements by making1 it a conductor with
a little sulphuric acid. Hydrogen appears
at the negative plate and oxygen at the posi-
tive plate, the volume of hydrogen being twice
that of the oxygen. Molten sodium hydroxide
is electrolysed in an iron vessel to obtain the
element sodium. Aluminum is obtained by
electrolysing an aluminum ore called bauxite
while dissolved in molten cryolite, another
mineral
The destructive phases of electrolysis are
also of importance. Chemicals freed on the
surface of an electrode may corrode the elec-
trode by entering into chemical combination
with it. Thus the currents which pass
through the ground from trolley lines to
power-houses tend to cause the corrosion of
iron, gas, water, and sewage pipes at points
where they act as positive electrodes. The
pipes frequently break at weakened points.
The remedy lies in providing easier return
paths for all electric currents.
ELECTRO-MACMET, a piece of iron
temporarily converted into a magnet by
means of a current of electricity sent through
a wire coiled round the iron. The wire is
usually covered with silk, cotton, rubber,
or some other insulator, to prevent the cur-
rent from leaping across and to compel it to
travel through the whole length of the wire.
The more pure and soft the iron is, the
stronger will its magnetism be while it lasts,
and the more completely will it disappear
when the current stops. Stoel is less affected
than soft iron for the time, but remains per-
manently magnetized after the current ceases.
The iron which is magnetised by the current
passing round it is called the core. It is fre-
quently straight, the wire being wound upon
it like thread upon a reel; but very frequent-
ly it has the shape of a U, or horseshoe, the
wire being coiled round the two ends and the
bend of the II left uncovered,
An electro-magnet is said to be made when
the current is sent through its coil, and un~

